
TELEVISION BROADCASTING TO CUBA 
TALKING POINTS

Ab a hostile and unpredictable government 90 miles off our 
coast Cuba costs the U.S.. billions of dollars in defense 
costs. TV Marti should be viewed as an investment in 
holding down defense spending.

Termination of TV Marti would be the worst possible signal 
to send to the Cuban people at this time when democracy is 
struggling to take root.
TV Marti is an unprecedented experiment in American
broadcast history. As an instrument of public diplomacy, it 
faces the same obstacles which have plagued USIA broadcasts 
to other ’’denied countries” since World War II — attempted 
jamming, threats of retaliation via counter-broadcasting, 
and controversy over audience levels.

TV Marti will be an invaluable instrument of U.S.. public 
diplomacy in a post-Castro Cuba. If Eastern Europe is any 
indication, Cuba in transition will be chaotic and unstable. 
TV Marti will enable the U.S.. to exert a stabilizing 
influence. The workings of democracy and the free market 
system must be explained to people with no experience of 
those concepts for decades.

Independent analysts commissioned by USIA indicate that 26% 
of those households surveyed from the primary target area 
are able to receive TV Marti, at least occasionally. Other 
evidence suggests the reception rate is much higher and more 
consistent outside the center of Havana.

The President’s Advisory Board for Cuba Broadcasting 
considers existing audience levels acceptable. 81% of those 
interviewed from the primary target area tried to tune in TV 
Marti. Of those, 28% were able. (VOA considers a 30-40% 
reception rate in jammed environments highly successful.)

In August 1990 President Bush determined that the TV Marti 
test period was successful and that television broadcasting 
to Cuba is both feasible and does not cause harmful 
interference to domestic broadcasters.
In the eight months since that determination, Cuban dictator 
Fidel Castro has not counter-broadcast or interfered with 
U.S.. domestic broadcasters. According to the FCC, no 
complaints of interference have been registered.
Cuban jamming has focused in the city of Havana. Despite 
Cuban government claims, efforts to jam the broadcasts are 
expensive and consume scarce energy resources.



According to the Advisory Board on Broadcasting to Cuba 
'•efforts to jam are not completely successful in the prime 
target area and are even less so outside Havana."
USIA has vast experience with broadcasting into jammed and 
hostile environments  Persistent broadcast policies towards 
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe paid off in the end.
TV Marti is a natural follow-on to the success of Radio 
Marti, with 85% listenership the most listened — to program in 
Cuba. TV Marti brings the strength of visual images to the unbiased news and information broadcast to Cuba.
The quality of the TV Marti newscasts is equal to that of 
U.S.. hispanic networks and superior to domestic Cuban news 
programs. TV Marti newscasts follow the strict VoA 
guidelines for objectivity and accuracy. Its presence in 
Cuba has forced the government controlled TV stations to 
improve their programming and to cover news and issues 
previously suppressed.


